Agenda November 2016
________________________________________________________________________

What we do…

Why Africa?
November will be the month where our editorial column will host the contributions from two new
partners: the Art South Africa magazine and the collective of the artists EX-NUNC. After an overview of the
creative profile of the collective NON, consisting of African artists and those of the diaspora, in the next
weeks you will also be able to read a new interview curated by EX-NUNC. This time the interview dedicated
to the multimedia Danish Arabian artist Jeannette Ehlers, is part of the “Under a different sun” series
dedicated to some artists coming from the African continent and its diaspora.

Openground: Heatwave AtWork Lab
October 31 – November 5th | Athens, Greece
After the call launched in October, in November the OpenGround project born out of the
collaboration between lettera27, State of Concept and Greek artistic collective 3137 will be put to life.
A workshop aimed at artists and curators, implemented as part of the Tandem Europe program 2015-2017.
Openground wants to creative a replicable educational model for the professional development of artists
and curators. For 5 days, a team of professionals will guide 21 participants from Greece, Italy, Switzerland,
England and Netherlands through a creative and innovative process made up of various appointments.
Among these, two full days will be dedicated to AtWork Lab. The theme that the students will reflect upon
is “Heatwave”. The notebooks produced during the workshop will be exhibited on the 5th of November at
the Pantheon building in Athens.

Nation25 at Gravity for All
November 10th, Florence, Italy
“The artists that had to leave their house, their own life, their work today live in a state of
transition, where it’s difficult to nourish or reconstruct their practice.” Based on this
consideration, on November 10th Nation25 will participate to Gravity for All – The European crisis and
the artists in escape, a round table oragnized by Villa Romana (Florence) and dedicated to the theme of
mobility of the artists in times of the migration crisis. The encounter will take place at Centro Pecci di Prato
at 6:PM.

Blaxploitalian
After the Italian premier that took place at Casa del Cinema in Rome during the Rome Film
Festival, Blaxploitalian continues its journey through the main universities and colleges of the
United States. Inspired by the book “Africa in Italy” by Leonardo De Franceschi, Blaxploitalian is a
documentary film that follows the tracks of different pioneers that have preceded this generation of new
Afroitalians, from the beginning of the nineteenth century. A story of about a hundred years that starts
from the silent and colonial cinema and arrives to the contemporary cinema, focusing on the contribution
of Afro-Italian actors.

What we suggest…

Film Africa London
October 28th – November 6th | London, UK
Film Africa is an annual London festival of the Royla African Socieyt born with the objective to celebrate the
best African cinema produced by the continent and its diaspora. The Festival provides an occasion of high
quality from the cinematographic point of view as well as from the distribution one. Apart from offering to
the public the possibility to see the works produced by the African directors around some of the most
contemporary issues (the questions of women, migration, children), it also allows the young emerging
directors to become part of the international network through which to try to distribute their work.

Tudo Joia
October 28th- November 26th | Galleria Bergamin&Gomide, Sao Paolo, Brasil
Under the Bergamin & Gomide curatorship and with the collaboration of the Rafael Moraes, antiquarian,
the Tudo Joia exhibition’s concept is introducing a view of the production of the 20th century artists who,
under several intentions, conceived and conceive their creations by having the body as a s upport of the
artistic thinking. There will be about 60 pieces on display, including modernist creations such as those
created by Di Cavalvanti and Burle Marx, the contemporary works by Antonio Dias and Roy Lichtenstein
with his lush Pop Art, and artworks by other artists who created for the first time exclusively for the
exhibition. In all, nearly 40 artists will exhibit their treasures of silver, gold and other noble materials – or
not so noble. However, the cast’s diversity also assures diversified and, most importantly, timeless pieces.
We are happy to highlight that Giorgio Vigna, the artist and friend who donated his work for our
crowdfunding campaign will also be part of the exhibition.

BODY
November 3| Friedrich-Kopsch-Auditorium, Charité hospital, Berlin, Germany
A reading with Kader Attia, Françoise Vergès and other guests. In his works, Kade Attia, has always
considered the concept of “repair” as a constant of his life. A century ago the marked bodies of
the veterans of the Big War became a stimulus to develop the aesthetic surgery practice. In what
way has our perception of the body aesthetics changed? In what context the aesthetics of the
body becomes a political issue? For the first edition of the Dictionary of Now, Kader Attia and his
guests discuss the different approaches to the reading of the body at the historical Friedrich
Kopsch Lecture Hall of the Charité Anatomical Institut.

African Cinema Festival
November 4 – 13th| Verona, Italy
At its 36th edition, the African Cinema Festival will take place in Verona during the first two weeks
of the month. Born with the intention to give value to the African continent and the main themes
that characterize it through the cinematographic gaze, the Festival will develop in four main
sections: PanoramaAfrica, AfricaShort, Viaggiatori and Migranti, Eventi Cinema. Together with the
screenings, there will be spaces for intercultural discussion and educational program.

ART X LAGOS
November 4 – 6th | The Civic Centre, Lagos, Nigeria
The TP collective announces its first edition of ART X Lagos, a new event dedicated to the
developing the connection between the contemporary art in Nigeria, Africa and the rest of the
world. ART X Lagos is born out of two reasons: to consolidate the role of visual art as an important
component of the creative industry and that of contributing to the increasing visibility of the
African artists in the rest of the world.

Art, Race & Representation
November 5th | French Embassy, New York, USA
The artists Denis Darzacq and Kehinde Wiley, together with the curator Thomas Lax and the sociologist
Nacira Guénif-Souilamas will hold a public debate where they will explore the concept of race and its
representation in the contemporary art. Thelma Golden, the director of Studio Museum in Harlem, will
moderate the debate.

Paris Photo
November 10-13th | Grand Palais, Paris, France
Started in 1997 Paris Photo has become one of the most important international events for the artists,
photographers and curators from all over the world. The key mission of the festival is to bring together an
exceptional selection of works dedicated to the photographic exploration in all its forms, starting from the
“vintage” works and going all the way to the most contemporary productions coming from the key galleries
of the world. For this year’s edition there will be 60.000 visitors ready to discover the 153 galleries that will
also present the numerous artists from Africa and its diaspora.

AKAA
November 11 – 13th | Carreau du Temple, Paris, France
The first contemporary African art fair in Paris, AKAA, Also Known As Africa, will invite artists,
curators, collectors, amateur visitors and at critics to contribute to the development of the gaze
looks at the African contemporary art scene on the one hand and builds an gaze of Africa on the
world around it. Everyone bring its own story to contribute to the narrative that will span over 123
artists and 30 galleries.

Ake Book Festival
November 15 – 19th | Abeokuta, Nigeria
The fourth edition of Ake Arts and Book Festival will take place at the Arts and Cultural
Centre, Kuto, Abeokuta on 15-19 November, 2016. During the 5 days the writers, poets,
dances, actors, illustrators, activists, musicians and thinkers will meet to share their ideas.
This year's theme is “Beneath This Skin” and conversations will focus on identity, race and
individuality.

